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LA VALIDEZ DE LOS ~lOVIMIENTOS EXPERWEN':'ALES INDUCIDOS DE LAS PERSONAS 

BIEN-GONOCIDAS EN LAS CONFIGURACIONES QUE SE FORHAN A r~ODO FULTIDIHENSIONAL 

Dos estudios fueron conducidos para examinar si la direccion de los 
movimientos en las confi~uraciones que se forman a modo multidimensional 
es predecible y v~lida. Un analisis correlacional de 13 eficBcia de un 
mensaje }Jroporciono una mezcla de apoyo para los movimientos presuI_,uestos. 
Las dire(~ciones de los movimientos no fueron predecibles cuando los ;::e11-

sajes fueron mlnimo en redundanci'a de informacion, definido como e1 Grado 
'iue los comlJonentes del mensaje fueron intercorrelacionados. Vario:> hipd'
tesis fueron apoyados cuando los conceptos fueron inicb.lamente juntados 
en un modo cognitivo que cuando los conceptos no fueron inicialamentc jun
tados. J,l analis1S que se forma al modo multidimensional del cambia cog
nitivo fue cruz-validado can el uso de dato can una diferencional semdhtica. 
Recomendaciones para las investigaciones a venir fueron apuntados. 

THE VALIDITY OF EXPERIMENTALLY INDUCED MOTIONS OF PUBLIC FIGURES 

IN MULTIDIHENSIONAL SCALING CONFIGUHATIONS 

• 
Two studies were conducted to examine whether the direction of motions 

in multidimensional scaling configurations is predictable and valid. A 
messa~e effectiveness correlational analysis !,rovided mixed support for the 
hypothesized motions. Directions of motions were not predictable when mes
sclges '.,·ere low in information redundancy, defined as the de~ree to which 
message components were intercorrelated. Different hypotheses \'Jere sup
ported when concepts were initially linked in some cOI"ni tive fashion than 
wilen concepts ;;ere not initially lini<ed. 'l'he multidimensional. scaling 
ann lyses of cogni ti ve chnnge were cross-validated with the use of ~;(~rnantic 

differential data. llecommendations for future research were n,)ted. 
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THE VALIDITY OF EXPERIMENTALLY INDUCED MOTIONS 

OF PUBLIC FIGURES IN MULTIDUIENSIONAL SCALING CONFICURATIONS 

Recent developments have been made to enhance the utility of metric 

multidimensional scaling (1. e., the GALILEO procedures, sec lvoe 1fel and 

Danes, 1979) as an analytic tool to communication researchers. First, 

based on the work of psychometricans (Cliff, 1966; Schonneman, 1966), 

Woelfel, Saltiel, McPhee, Danes, Cody, Barnett and Serota (1975) devised a 

method to rotate a post-persuasion (or time two) configuration to a least

squares fit of a pre-persuasion'(time one) configuration. This development 

made it possible to study the changes in the locations of the points repre

senting concepts in the configuration. Second, Woelfel, Fink, Holmes, 

Cody, and Taylor (1976) devised a mathematical vector addition procedure, 

called "message generator," of concepts in the configuration in order to 

obtain strategies that would optimally move the location of the pOint 

representing a concept towards some ideal point. Third, Woelfel, Holmes, 

Cody and Fink (1977) devised a correlational procedure, ca.lled "message 

effectiveness," in order to test whether the location of the poi.nt repre

senting a concept moved toward the locations of the concepts used as 

message strategy. Commulatively, the procedures offer the theorist an 

assessment of the interrelationships among concepts, an assessment of a 

message strategy that would optimally mov.e the location of a, concept towards 

some ideal point, an assessment of the effects of the strategy and provide 

evidence of how a strategy should be altered during the course ofa campaign 

or investigation. 
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Despite the appeal such procedures possess, little evidence exists to 

indicate that cognitive change represented in the motions of concepts in 

multidimensional configurations is valid and predictable. Barnett, Serota 

and Taylor (1974; 1976) provide evidence that the location of a Democratic 

Congressional candidate moved towards the location of the pojnts represent

ing DEmocratic Party and Crime Prevention and that such motion successfully 

relocated the point representing the candidate towards an ideal point I'Me." 

In a reanalysis of the data using the message generator and message effect

iveness analyses, Serota, Cody, Barnett and Taylor (1977) fOund that the 

Democratic Party-Crime Prevention strategy was not as good as other available 

strategies, particularly during the final phases of the campaign, and the 

campaign strategy was successful in moving the location of the point repre

senting the candidate closer towards the two issues on which the candidate 

campaigned. Other studies indicate that points representing scientists, 

public figures and students in multidimensional configurations moved in 

predictable ways (Woelfel, Cody, Gillham and Holmes, 1979; Cody, Marlier 

and Woelfel, 1976; Gillham and Woelfel, 1976). 

However, Craig (1977) identified a num1wr of methodologIcal flmifs in 

research employing metric multidimensional scaling and found no support for 

the premise that motions are predictable in the configurations. Since the 

assorted procedures (Woelfel ~ aI., 1975; 1976; 1977) offer great potentials 

to researchers, the pr<::!sent research sought to explore the valid i ty and 

predietabili ty of experimentally induced mul tidimensional cognitive change. 

Presently, then, we shall present the model used to predict the magnitude 

and direction of cognitive change in multidimensional configurations, criti

que research which has focused on predicting cognitive change and present 

the results of two studies which sought to eliminate certaIn methodological 

shortcomings in previous research. 
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The ~lodel 

Predictions of the magnitude and direction of attitude change are de-

rived from a theory of accumulated information (Saltiel and HocHel, 1975). 

According to the model, a message is assumed to exert a "force" on the 

attitude concept "hich influences the direction of the motion of the concept 

jn some predictable fPlshion in r numher of rl imensions. Th0. cumm111ative. 

effect of multiple messages is the mean of .11.1 positions advocated in the 

messages (HoeHel aile Saltiel, 1975; Sa.1tiel and \·}o,·.l1'eL, 1915). The more 

messages received concerning the attitude topic, and the greater the homo-

geneity of the positions advocated in the messages, the greater the stability 

of the attitude (Saltiel and Hoelfel, 1975; Hoelfel and Saltiel, 1975). Thus, 

the higher the level of accumulated information, the greater the stability of 

the attitude and the lower the magnitude of change for any new message (Danes, 
• 

1978; Danes, Hunter and HoeHel, 1978; Saltiel and HoeHel, 1975). 

Under the assumption that concepts scaled in the multidimensional con-

figuration are representative of a cognitive domain (see, for definition of 

"domai.n," Cody, Harl.ier and HoeHel, 1975; Craig, 1977; Scott, 1969), the 

direction of the motion of the manipulated concept is predicted hy the asso-

eLations Hnd dissoc:i.at ions nl.1de between the mnn:ipulntcd conCl~pt ;md other 

concepts in the configuration. Nessages which associate conc.ept ~, a manipu-

lated concept, "ith concepts ~ and 1. are predicted to elicit a motion i.n the 

location of the concept ~ such that the concept converges in the post-persuasion 

configuration towards the locations of ~ and y. Similarly, messages which 

dissociate concept.':'. from concepts :<: and 1. should elicit a motion in z where 

~ diverges from the locations of x and x... in the post-persuasi.on configuration. 

All studies employing metric multidimensional scal Lng have focused 
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primarily on predicting the direction of motion. The emphasis placed on pre-

dieting the direction of change, hm,ever, is understandable since failure to 

predict the direction of motion represents a rejection of hath the utility of 

the metric multidimensional scaling procedure.s and the applicabilIty of the 

accumulated information model, Research eviuence supporting th" fact that 

the direction of change in a multidimensional configuration is predictable 

is not extensive. First, several studies did not test !: priori predictions 

of motions, but rather interpreted observed motions in terms of known 'infor-

mational inputs (Gillham and Woelfel, 1977; Woelfel ~ al" 1975). Second, 

a number of the studies employed a single intact group, pre-test-posttest 

design (Craig, 1977; Gillham and Woelfel, 1977; Woelfel ~ al., 1977; 1979), 

which inadequately controlled for maturation, history, sensitizing effects of 

pretests and so forth (Campbell and Stanley, 1966). Craig (1977, p. 321) 
• 

also failed to exert control over message atrributions." Further, in political 

studies (Le., Barnett ~!:1.:.., 1974; 197(,; Serota elO al., ]977) little exper-

imental COl1trol is aV:l:ilable in order to provide rigorolls tests e)f hypothesized 

motions (see Craig, 1977). 

Third, several studies have described observed motions in three dimen-

slonal plots and cOndtl~ted tests of significant {lifferences 11etwcen certain 

pairs of concepts (Barnett ~ a1 ... , 1974; 1976; Cody et aI., 1976; Hoclfel et~, 

] 976). A means tC'S! j,; an inappropriate test of hypothesized m()t ion for two 

reasons: (1) such a test does not take into account indirect changes and 

ignores the question of whether or not the manipulated concept moved more 

directly to\oJards concepts other than the experimental conc{'pts used as message 

components (see Cody, 1976; Craig, 1977; Serota ~ 31., 1977); and, (2) the 

model dictates that tl'" motions are to be assessed In the dimensional coordi-

nates and not within a selected set of distance estimates (Crai)\. 1977; Hoelfel, 

1974) . 
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Only one study obtained support fo!' hypoth"siz"d motions us Ing the 

dimensional coordinates (Serota ~ al., 1977). HOI,ever, Serota ~ al. (1977) 

retained all dimensions in the statistical analysis. There are two problems 

with retaining all dimensions. First, not all n dimensions are reliable (see 

Barnett, 1972; Cody, 1976; Cody.'=!:. al.. 1976; Woelfel and llanes, ]979), and 

the inclusion of unre] table dimensions is not justifiable. Second, the 

inclusion of "imaginary dimensions" in significance testing produces inflated 

correlations (Cody, 1976; 1977; for definition of "imaginary dimc~nsionsll see 

HoeHel and Danes, 1979). When the loadings of a concept increase in the 

imaginary dimensions, there is an increase in "negative distances, 11 'tvhich 

reduces the vector length of the concept because the negative distances are 

subtracted from the loadings of the concept I.n the real SP<lc('. Thus, '''hen 

the cross-products are devided by the product of vector lengths, the correla-

. . fl I 1 tlons are l.n ate(. Also, mathematically treating imaginary dimensions as 

if they were real (Craig, 1977) is a poor solution because such a solution 

increases the lengths of all vectors. For these reasons, only real :lnd reli-

able dimensions wer(~ used in the present research to test the significance 

of hypothesized motions. 

Finally, metric multidimensional scaling research has paid insufficient 

attention to eithE~r construct or convergent validity of the observed motions. 

None of the studies hnve cross-validated the observed ei'fects or messages with 

the use of dif ferent approaches or measurement scales t and none has provided 

strong evidence that an observed motion in the e(}nfignration corrpsponcied to 

a change in some relar"d and predictabl.e behavior. Hhile Barnett et a1. (1976) 

found that voting behavior was predictable from the mean distances betHeen 

certain concepts, no other metric multidimensional scaling study has demon-

strated that changes in locations of concepts are related to behnvioral changes. 
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The purpose of the present research was to eliminate each of these 

shortcomings and to examine whether the direction of motions is predictable 

and valid. First, the experimental design eliminated the problem of using 

intact groups and statistical tests of motions ,.;rere condwtted using a control 
/ 

group as a baseline. Obtained motions '-Jere (~ross-va li.da ted using un i d imen-

sional rating scales and the va]idity of the obtained motions were tested by 

employing manipulation checks on the amounts of attl tude change obtai.ned as 

a function of the pub] Ie figure's level of credibility. A thorollgh analysis 

of tbe reliabili ty 0 f the dimensional solutions "as conduc ted in order to 

select reliable dimensions to be used in statistical tests. Finally, the 

present research employed the recently developed approach for the precise 

calculations of significance tests of the direction of motions called "message 

effectiveness" (Korzenny, David and Ruiz, 1978; Hoe] fel ~ aJ., ]976; HoeHel 
• 

et al., 1977; Serota ~~, 1977), "'hich is briefly outlined belo",. 

"Hessage Effectiveness" Analysis 

First, a message strategy can be generated by recentering a configuration 

placing the coordinates representing the concept "'hich is to be manipulated at 

the center of the conf'iguration, The vector ·het,veen the m:m"ipuj;ltecl concept's 

location (now a null Vl!ctor) and the locn.tLon of a "target" ('onc('pt (the point 

to "'hich one wishes to move the manipulated concept; the "Ideal Credible 

SourcE'.," Heston, J973; Cody ~~, 1976; "He," Harnett ~ n.l., ]976; "my 

vacation," Korzcnny.£l. al" 1978) iH :idcntirLed. Th:l.:-; vee lor is uefLTH'c1 as 

the "target vector," The correlations between the target vector and other 

concept vectors (for single concepts, or, utilizing the vector addition pro-

cedure outlined in Woelfel ~ al., 1976, for multiple concept vectors) are 

examined. The concept vector "'hich has the highest correlation with the 
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target concept and is selected for implementation as a message strategy is 

referred to as the "predicted vector," If the predicted vector is the sum 

of several concept vectors. it js also referred to as the "resultant vector. 1I 

The concepts included in the resultant vector define the message components 

of the political or advertising campaign (Korzenny et al., 1978; Serota ~ al., 

1977) . 

To assess the effectiveness of the implementation of the message 

strategy derived from the resultant vector, the multidimensional configuration 

of the post-persuasion configuration is rotated to least-squares Procrustean 

congruence with the pre-persuasion configuration using a "stable concepts" 

rotation to allow the manipulated concept to move "freely" (for a discussion 

of stable concepts rotation, see Craig, 1977; Serota ~ al., 1977; Hoelfel 

~ aI., 1975). The "motion vector" of ~he manipulated concept is defined as 

the vector of difference in the concept1s locntlon hetween the pre- nnel post-

pcrsunsion conLlgllr,ations. The corrcJation or the motion vector and the re-

sultant vector indicates the degree of success in moving the manipulated 

concept according to the concepts included in the resultant vector and used 

as message strategy. The motion vector-resultant vector correlation is the 

"message effectiveness" of the implementation of the message strfltegy. Exam-

pIes of these procedures can be -found in Serota ~ al. (1977) and in Hoelfel 

et al. (1977). 

Hypotheses 

1'0 assess the validity and predictability of motions of public figures 

in configurations, two studies were conducted in order to alter public figures 1 

" 

perceived credibiliLy. '" Credibility manipulations were selected for three 

reasons. First. the trait terms associated \·,dth souree crpd.ibil i.ty provide a 
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very stable configuration (see Cody ~~, 1.976; Schneider, 1973), which 

would enhance the reliability of the configuration. Second, it is easier to 

control for extraneous message attributions when employing trait character i-

zations and descriptions when constructing messages linking public figures to 

concepts in the configuration. Third, credibility induction messages provide 

a direct means by which to assess the validity of the hypothesized motions: 

If the messages enhance the public figure's credibility, then the puh1ic 

figure should be more persuasive. Admittedly, the first two criteri.'1 could 

facilitate supporting hypothesized motions. However, if the motions are not 

predictable with these two advantages, there is little reason to suspect that 

the procedures would provide much utility in field studies in political commu-

nication or advertising research (Korzenny et al., 1973; Serota ~ al., 1977). 

The first study was a preliminary investigation where it was assumed that 
• 

a two-concept message ("competent" and "expcrienc.edl!) would provide a good 

message strategy for moving a puhlic figure towards the target concept labeled 

"Ideal Credible Source." Heston (1973) previously demonstrated that the 

concept has utility in measuring individuals' perceptions of credibility and 

the concept represents an ideal target for multidimensional scaling research 

on the source credibility construct. In Study II, a message design pretest 

was conducted in order to derive a message '''hich ,,,ould opt imnlly move the 

manipulated public figllre towards the target concept based on ~IC message 

generation procedures. The basic message effectiveness hypothesis, assessed 

in both studies and for both negative and positive induc:tion messages, was: 

1\ message describing a public figure as possessing the qualities 
of ~ and 1. (trait descriptors) will. elicit a motion in the public 
figure's location that will correspond to the (~+ 1.) resultant 
vec tor. The motion vee tor-resul tnnt vector corr(~la tion wi 1.1 be 
large and significant. 
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In Study II, several public figures were included in the configuration 

aside from the manipulated public figure and one of the puhlic figures was 

used in the message strategy. Specifically, a familiar, positive valanced, 

public figure was used in the message strategy. The positive induction 

message associated the two public figures and the negative induction message 

dissociated the ttvO puhlie f,igun~s. When tt.JO public figures are associated. 

the movement of the public figures ought to be parallel and in the same 

direction. That j,s, wllen two pul)lic figures are descril)cd as similar to each 

other, the two public figures ought to converge directly towards each other 

in a plane defined by the two motion vectors. Vlhen t"o public figures are 

dissoc~ated, they ought to move directly away from each other within the plane 

defined by the two motions. Therefore, 

Associative linkages between two public figures "'ill result in 
parallel and joint movement in the eonfiguratLon. The correla
tion of motion vectors will be POB itive and significant. 

Dissociative linkages will result in parallel and opposite 
movement in the configuration. The correlation of motion vectors 
\\1111 be negative and significant I 

The tests for the above two hypotheses involved obtaining the motion vector 

for public figure~, the motion vector for public figure E. and correlating the 

two motion vectors. 

Nanipulation checks 

(Inder the assumption that credihility is the inverse rUllction or distance 

from an ideal point (HeLaughlin, 1975), the following hypothesis should be 

supported jf the positive and negative induction messages alter the credibility 

of the pub.1ic figure as hypothesized above: 

Persuasive messages attributed to a public figure perceived as closer 
to the "Ideal Credible Source" will stimn] ate more attitude change 
thal'l a message attributed to a puhlic figure \.;rho is perceived as more 
distant from the "Ideal Credible Source." 
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The test for the above hypothesis involved obtaining pretest scores on an 

attitude topic, attributing a persuasive speech to the manipulated public 

figure and computing an analysis of variance on attitude change scores. 

In order to cross-validate the effects of the messages. the mnnipulated 

public figure was rated on semantic differential scales. 

NE'I'HOD 

The design for both studies was a posttest only design. In Study I, in

dividuals were randomly assigned to one of three condItions: control, positive 

induction and negative induction. A fourth group. a speech only condition, 

was incorporated into StudY II for two reasons. First, in Study I, the con

trol group did not receive an induction message but did receive the persuasive 

speech. If the persuasive speech was persuasive on its own right, then failure 

to support hypothesis four may stem fro;' either the fact the persuasive speech 

was persuasive or that the procedures did not alter credibility. Second, a 

more accurate assessment of the reliability of the loadings of the stable 

concepts (I.e., the trait terms) in the configurntion can be obtained by 

comparing the control group and speech only group configurations. 

Before conducting the main studies, several pretests were conducted in 

order to select trait adjectives and public figures to be scaled in the con

figuration and to select an attitude topic to serve in the mllinipulation check. 

Selection of Trait lid; ectives 

Since each coneept in a metric multidimpns:Lnnal scaling study must be 

paired \oJith all other concepts in order to derive distance estimates for all 

pairs of points, the number of concepts that can be scaled must be limited. 

To select a set of trait adjectives relevant to the source credibility con

struct, ninety-six trait terms were selected [rom McCroskey, Jensen and Todd 
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(1972) and Walters and Jackson (1969) and subjects (n = 18) sorted the trait 

terms along an eleven-category continuum with end-points "a trait a person 

should have" to "a trait a person should not have." Based on the assumption 

that trait terms with low standard deviations in the sort were perceived less 

ambiguously than other trait terms and that this lack of ambiguity in percept-

ion would enhance the reliability of the locations of the trait terms in the 

configurations, fourteen trait terms were selected with low standard deviations: 

competent, incompetent, experienced, inexperienced. intelligent, unintelligent, 

attractive, repulsive, just, unjust. reliable, unreliable, informed and unin-

formed. These trait terms incorporate elements of trustworthiness, competency 

and attractiveness (Hovland, Janis and Kelley, 1953; Mills and Aronson, 1966). 

Selection of Public Figures 

• 1'1"0 criteria were used to select a public figure for the credibility man-

ipulations. First, it was desireable to select a public figure who was some-

,,,hat familiar to the subj ects in order to obtain a reliable location of the 

public figure in the control group configuration. Second, it WIlS desireable 

to sel.ect a public figure low in accumulated information. llnder the assumption 

that a public figure high in accumulated information would he rllted high on 

a glohal scale of familiarity and that the public fjgure's occuplltion would 

be correctly icientHiecl by the subjects, subjects (n = 38) completed a 

• 
questjonnalre which required them to rate each of ejghteen public figures on 

a fiv"-point scale of familiarity and to identify the occupation of each of 

the public figures. "Elliott Richardson" was selected as a publ·ic figure who 

was moderately familiar to the subjects (X = 3.56; low score indicated high 

familiarity). One-third of tbe subjects correctly listed tbe public figure's 

occupation. 
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In order to test hypotheses 2 and 3 in Study II, the trait terms 

Ilinformed" and "uninformed ll were excluded from the configuration and two 

well known public figures were substituted. Prior to Study II, subjects 

(n = 54) completed a questionnaire similar to the one used in Study I and 

"Birch Bayh" was identified as a moderately familiar public figure (X = 3.95). 

Forty percent of the subj ects correctly identified Bayh' s occupn tion. 11,0 

familiar public figures included "Ceorge HcCovern" (X = 2.91) and "Hubert 

Humphrey" (X = 2.79). Seventy-four percent of the subj eets correctly identi-

fied HcGovern's occupation; seventy six percent Humphrey's. 

The multidimensional configuration for Study I, then, included fourteen 

trait terms, the target concept "Ideal Credible Source" and the concept 

"Elliott Richardson." In Study II, the configuration included tl;elve trait 

terms, the target concept and three public figures: Birch Bayh, George 
• 

McGovern and Hubert Humphrey. 

Selection of Attitude Topic 

The manipulation check, hypotbesis four, involved the analysts of 

change scores. Thus, it was important to select a 'topic on which subjects 

demonstrated a homogeneous attitude (Le., a low standard deviation on pre-

test scores). Subjects (n = 49) completed a questionnnaire desiRned to assess 

attitudes on eighteen topics. An eleven-point scalf:' of strongly agree-

strongly disagree scale was employed. The topic "Federal. spending ought to 

be curtailed in order to bring the national budget into balance" was selected 

because the pretest scores exhibited the lowest standard deviation (X = 4.00; 

standard deviation, 2.00): ,Prior to Study II, the same questionnaire was 

administered (n = 33) and the same topic was selected for use in Study II. 

Thus, a speech arguing against curtailing federal spending was prepared and 

attrihuted to the manipulated public figure in each study. 
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Message Constructiol': Study! 

In the preliminary investigation, no message design pretest y,laS con-

ducted in order to derive an "optimal" message strategy via the limes sage 

generator" procedures. Instead, it was assumed on the basis of previous 

research (Cody, 1976; Heston, 1973) that the attributions of "experienced" 

and "eompetent" 1;V'Quld provide an adequate message solut ion for moving 

Richardson to the target concept. To test hypothesis one, it is only 

required that the Ri.chardson motlon vectors correlate slgnificantly "ith the 

hypothesized positive or negative induction resultant vectors. 

In constructing the induction messages, it was important to construct 

messages comparable in language intensity, structure, etc. To construct 

comparable positive and negative induction messages, adverbs "ere selected 

that could apply to both positive and negative adjectives, sentence con-
• 

struction was standardized and concepts were arranged at ec!uivalent locations 

in the messages: 

Positive lnduction Nessage: Elliott Richardson has demon
strated his Rkill and proficiency in puhl.ic scrv-ice time and 
time again. He is competent, demonstrably capable and 
decidedly qualified to address the issues in lunerica today ..•. 
lIe is a seasoned veteran whose background and past experiencE'.s 
in puhl:ic lIfe have made him one cll" the most eXllVrien(:cd men 
on the political scene today. 

Negative Induction Hessage: Elliot Richardson has demon
strated his lack of skIll and proficiency in publIc s('rvicc 
time and time again. lie is incompetent, demonstrably i ncap
able and deci.dedly unqual ffied to address the is,;ues in 
Ameriea today •••. He is a politjca] rookie whos" hackground 
and lack of experience in public] i fe have made him one of 
the least experienced men on the political scene today. 

Messaf(c Construetion: Study.!! 

[n Study IT, n message deSign pretest W.-1S conducted in ordpr to derive 

a message strategy that ,.,ould optim;111y move Bayh towards the location of the 
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target concept. Subj ects (n = 54) completed a mul tid imens lonal paired-

comparison questionnaire including the sixteen concepts selected above for 

Study II. The resultant dimensional coordinates were subm:i tted to the 

message generator program. The results indicated that a four concept message 

describing Bayh aB "competent,1I "just," "exp C'rienced tt and similar to 

"Humphrey" would move Bayh towards the targl~t. The target vector-resultant 

vector correlated. 93. None of the message strategies [neluded the concept 

"HcGovern." As in Study I, comparable message strategies were employed: 

Nateri.als 

Positive Induction Hessage: Birch Bayh has demonstrated his 
skill and proficiency in public service time and time again. 
He is competent, demonstrably capable and decidedly qualified 
to address the issues in America today .... He is a seasoned 
veteran whose background and past experiences in pubHc life 
have made him one of the most experienced men on the political 
scene today .... Many analysts have commented on the similarities 
between Birch Bayh and Hubert Humphrey. Indeed, Birch Bayh may 
he viewed as the Humphrey legetee; an advocate or everything 
that Humphrey represents and flas represented s[nce he entered 
poli tics. Their philosophies are similar. Their prac t I ce 0 r 
politics is similar. Their experiences and personnlities are 
similar .... In addition, Birch Bayh deals fairly with issues. 
He is just, even-handed and unbiased in his speeches. 

Negative Induction Hessage: Birch Bayh has demonstrated his 
lack of skill and proficiency in public service time and ti.me 
again. He Is incompetent, demonstrably incapable and decidedly 
unqualified to address the issues in America today .•.. He is a 
political rookie whose back ground and lack of experience i.n 
public life have made him one of the least experienced men on 
the political scene to0ay. , "Many analysts have commented on 
the contrasts between Birch Bayh and Hubert Humphrey. Tndeed, 
Birch Bayh may be viewed as the antithesis of Humphrey; the 
opposite of everything that Humphrey reprE'scnts ;Jnel h;lS repre
sented since he entered politics. Their phi.losophies nre 
llifferent. Their practice of poliLics is diffen'nL. Their 
exper:Lences and person:ll j tiCH are d:[ fr erent .... Tn ndd i {'I ()11, 

Birch Bayh deals unfajrly with isslles. Hf' is uniust, one
sided and biased in his speeches. 

Two questionnaires were employed in each of tlH~ studiL'.s. The first 

questi.onna,i.re reqtlired the subjects to indi(>nte, on st:rongly agroe-str()ngly 
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disagree scales, attitudes on various topics. Twelve statements were 

included in the first questionnaire and the manipulation check topic was 

embedded in the questionnaire. In Study I. three forms of the second 

questionnaire were employed. The control group questionnaire included 

instructions on the use of the metric multidimensional scale t the multi-

dimensional paired-comparison Questionnaire, the unidimensional scales on 

which the public figures were to be rated, the persuasLve speech and 

several attitude statements on \.,hich the posttest measure was obtained I 

Examples of the instructions of the use of metric multidimensi9nal scales 

can be found in Barnett et a1. (1976) and Gillham and HoeHel (1977). 

Essentially, subjects are provided a distance between two "criterion pa1rll 

concepts which is used as a basis on which to rate the distance between 

all non-redundant pairs of concepts in the configuration. The criterion 
• 

pair concepts were selected from within the domain of concepts studied, 

which should produce l.ess error of measurement than sel.ecting n pair of 

criterion concepts from outside the domain under study (spe Gordon and 

lleLeo, 1977; HoelEel and Danes, 1979; Hoelfel et !0:.., 197(1). "I f intdli-

gent and inexperienced are 100 units apart, how fnr apart nre ------
and _______ _ ?" The unidimensional scales includpd one semantic 

differential scale for each pair of bipolar terms scaled in the configuration. 

Seven scal es were used in Study I and six w<'re used in St\ldy II. The second 

form of the questionnaire included the POS] t· ive i.nduct·ion mE'SS:lge immcdi.ately 

prior to the multidimensional p;lin..:~c1-c.omp<lrison questionnaire ilnd the third 

[arm included the negative induction messagl~ immediately prior to the multi-

dimensional paired-comparison questionnairf'. Materials "t"f~re identic.:! 1 in 

Study II except that four forms of the second questionaire were employed. 

In St\ldy JI, the control group received neither the speech nor an induction 
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message and a speech only group received only the persuasive speech. 

In a study prel iminary to the ones preHented here, 1'0Ht-exl'cr.imental 

interviews with the subjects indicated that some subjects, particularly 

those in the negative induction concli tien, questioned the source of the 

induction messages. To circumvent this problem, the induction messages 

were attrihuted to a non-partisan committee that promoted informed voting 

and which had completed a careful review of il number of political candidates. 

Procedures 

Data were collected in three three-hour test sessions for each of the 

studies. A week prior to the sessions, subjects volunteered for an out-of

class research project. An attempt was made to call each subject the night 

before the test session for which they had volunteered. Subjects were 

informed that they could arrive at the test site at any time during the three· 

hours. Upon complctfon of the fi.rst questionnaire, the first qllt'.Htionnaire 

was taken from the subjects and they were given the second questionnaire. 

Forms of the second questionnaire were sequentially rotated across subjects 

as they arrived at the testing site for each of the test spssions. To check 

on the random assignment of subjects to conditions, a one-Hay ANOVA \1118 

computed on the pretest scores on the manipulation cilf'ck attitude topIc. In 

both studios, a non-significant F-ratIo (1' < 1.0, in both ';tudh's) indicated 

that subjects \<JerE-' adequately randomized to conditions on the b,ISis of the 

attitude topic. After completing the second questionnajre, subjects were 

provided a '>lritten doc:ument which outlined the goals of the proJect. This 

document served as the debriefing. 

Subjects 

Subjects participating in the pretests <lnd the main phases of the 
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studies were undergraduate students enrolled in communication courses at a 

large Hidwestern University. All subj ects received course credit for 

participation. Ninety-seven subjects participated in the main phase of 

Study I: Thirty-two in each of the control and positIve· inductIon groups 

and thirty-three in the negative indur:tion Rroup. The mean ages of the 

subjects were 22.71, 21. 60 and 20.6R, respectively. One hllndred-eighty

four subjects partic:ipated in the main phase of Study II. Forty-seven 

subjects were assigned to each of the contro 1. and negative induction groups 

and forty-five to each of the speech only and positive induction groups. 

The mean ages of the subjects were 19.48, 19.11, 19.20, and 19. L,6, 

respec tively. 

RESULTS 

Reliability of Dimensions • 

Distance estimates between all non-redundant pairs of concepts were 

aggregated for each condition of the two stuciies to form m<'an distance 

matrices. Since it is unlikely that a single message would alter the 

meaning of the trait terms or the perception of the "Ideal Credihle Source," 

all concepts except "Hichardson" in Study I and "Bayh" and "Humphrey" In 

Study II were considered "stable concepts" (see, for furthC'Y discussion of 

the criterja for selecting stablc! concepts, Cody, 1976; Cody, !'-1:!rlter and 

Woelfel, 1976; Cody anci Narlier, 1977). The mean distance matrices "ere 

factored and each of the expcrim(!ntal group configurati()ns were rotated to 

the respective control group configuration utilizing a I,enst-squnres rotation 

(Woelf el et aI., 1975) stipulating all trai t terms and the concel't Ideal 

Credible Source as stable concepts. Two procedures were used to assess the 

reliability of the londings of the stable concepts in tl~ dimensional solu

tions. First, correlations we.re computed bet\.Jeen respective columns of the 
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coordinate matrices to assess the number of dimensions in \vhich the stable 

concepts were reliably located. Second, ym-Js of the coordinate matrices 

"ere correlated for each of the stahle concepts to assess the degree to 

which each of the stable concepts was reliably located in the configuration. 

In each dimensional solution, nine real, one lIrounding error" and six 

imaginary dimensions were obtained. Column correlations for each respective 

p,,1r90f· d:imensions are provided in Table 1. Several observations can be 

[Table 1 herel 

made concerning reliab:ility of factors. First, in the control group-speech 

only group comparison (Study II), where there were no effects of an induction 

message, all real dimensions exhibited high levels of reliability (and the 

imaginary dimensions did not). However, across the various comparisons, 

the correlations for the seventh factor'varied substantially (.02, .40, .94, 

.11 and -.41) indicating a marked decrease in the quality of the dimensional 

solutions. Hhile several of the factors lower than the seventh factor did 

not exhibit exceptionally high correlations in Study I, this can be attribu

ted to the smaller sample sizes employed in the first study. In genera1, 

the correlations indicate that six dimensions should be re taj ned. The 

average correlations of the stable concepts (row corr('l:lt:i()n~i) \.)c're ;IS 

follows: for Study l; control-pos:itve induel.ion •. fU; control-IH'gat ivc 

induction, .90; for Study II; control-speech only, .H5; control-postive 

induction, .88; and, control-neg:1tive induct jon, ,R2. 

Hypotheses: Study I 

Tables 2, 3 and 4 present the coordinates of the sixteen concepts in the 

six dimens:ional solutions for the control, positIve induction and negative 

inductIon groups, respectively. Hhile HoeHel de-emphasizes the interpretation 
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[Tables 2, 3 and 4 here] 

of'the dimensions (Craig, 1977; Barnett ~~., 1976; l"oeHel, 1974). it can 

be noted that the first factor is a "competence" factor and that the second 

factor is marked at the positive end of the dimension by the "attractive" 

trait descriptor. The fact that Richardson has a positive loading on the two 

first factors suggeHts that the initial attitude towards the public figure 

was slightly positive (see Table 2). This observation was confirmed in the 

semantic differential data for the control group condition. Richardson was 

rated as possessing some degree of "intelligence ll (X = 2.8), "experience" 

(x = 2.0) and "competence" (if = 3.2), but not "attractiveness" (if = 4.0). 

Earlier, it was assumed that the message strategy of "competent" and 

"experienced" would move Richardson directly towards the target concept. 

Based on the control group coordinates.-the IIcompetent + experienced" 

rcsu.1 tant vector corre-lated .65 \vlth the target vee tor • The neg:lt lye 

induction "incompetent + inexperienced" resultant vector correlated -.65 

with the target vector. Although the correlations were not as high as 

"message generator" correlations reported eisctoJhere (Korzcnny £!_ al. J ] 978; 

Serota ~ ,,1., 1977), it is only re~llired here to demonstrate that 

Richardson's motion vectors correlate with the resultant vectors 1.n order 

to support the first hypothesis. 

For the positjve induction message, the motion v{~ctor-r{~sul tant vector 

1 correlated.78 (F = 6.02, df = ]/4, n.s.). lIypotlH'si.s one was rejected. 

The motion vector-target vector correlated .78. However, the motion vector 

did correlate more highly ,,!th the "experienced" attribution (:;:. = .80; 

F = 7.33, df = ]./l" n.s.) than wi,th the "competent" attribution (.::. = .l,4, n.s.). 

The negative induction motion vector-negative induction resultant vector 

correlated .84 (1' = 9.43, df = 1/4, p < .05). Hypothesis one was supported. 
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The negative induction motion vector correlated -.67 I.ith the target 

vector. The negative induction motion vector correlated .')0 (F = l6.Li7, 

df = 1/4, p < .01) "'ith the "incompetent" attribution and .65 (n.s.) with 

the "inexperienced" attribution. 

A one-way ANOVA was computed across atUtude change s~ores (pretest 

minus posttest) for the three groups. The obtained F-ratio was not signi-

ficant (F < 1.0). Hypothesis four was rejected. 

The unidimensional credibility scales "'ere analyzed using a step-wise 

multiple discriminant analysis. 4 Of two functions extracted, one function 

defined by "experienced" and "reliable" was significant (Wilks' lambda = 
2 

.664, X = 37.01, df = 4, p < .01), Since the within covariance matrices 

2 
were unequal (X = 208.70, df = 42, P < .01), quadratic classification was 

employed. Sixty-five percent of group ,;,embership was correctly classified: 

87.1 percent of the negative induction group, 80.6 percent 0 f the con tr,ol 

group and 28.1 percent of the positive induction group. The poorer class i-

fication of the positive inducti.on group supports the multi.dimensional 

scaling results regarding the increased effectiveness of the negntive 

induction message over the positive induction message. It should be noted 

that the univariate F-ratio for "competent" ,,,as also significant. However, 

"competent" and "experienced!! correlated . 7/~ in the semanti.c differenti.al 

data and "c.ompetent" did not enter the function. Further, tIle inclw"don 

of "reliab I.e" repreHents an "indirect chang,·," as defined in Cr;Iig (J 977). 

Hypotheses: Study Q 

Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 present the coordinates of the tl.elve trait des-

criptors, three pubJ"ic figures and the target concept in tIle six dimensional 

solutions for the control, speech only, positive induc~tion and negative 

induction I~roups. 1.n the control group conriguration (Tabl.e 5), Bayh did 
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[Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 here] 

not have high coordinate loadings on any of the dimensions, suggesting that 

the initial attitude towards Bayh was one of neutrality. The Humphrey 

concept, however, had a moderate positive loading on the first factor and 

a negative loading on the second factor, suggesting that the initial attitude 

towards Humphrey was somewhat positive on some criteria (Table 5). The 

semantic differential data for the control group condi tion supp,wted these 

observations. Bayh was perceived as neutral on "competent" (if = 3.4). 

"experience" (X = 3.7) and "just" (if = 3.5). Humphrey ,,,as perceived as 

high on "competence" (X= 2.8), "experienced" (X= 1.9) and "just" (x= 1.8). 

but not necessarily lIattractivenessll (X = 3.5). Thus. the associative and 

dissociative linkages constructed in the messages involved a neutral public 

figure and a public figure perceived as·pos:itive on most or the character

istics under investigation. 

Earlier, a target vector-resultant vector correlation of ,93 was obtained 

in a message design pretest. Since the message effectiveness analysis 

employed the control group coordinates, a re-analysis of the quality of the 

four-concept message was conducted using the control group coordjnntes. 

The target vector-resultant vector correlation remain('d high ~ = .91). 

In the positive i.nduction group. the motion vector-resultant vector 

correlated .97 (I' = 54.14, df = 1/4, P < .01.). Hypothesis one ,,,as supported .. 

The motion vector-target vector correlated .77. In the negative induction 

group, the motion vector-negative induction resultant vector correlated .20 

(n.s.). Hypothesis on(~ 'i<las rejected. The negative induction motion vector

target vector ('orrel.Bled .24. 

I'n the positive jnduction group, the Bilyh motion vector-Humphrey motion 

veetor correlated .61, (I' = 2.70. dr = J/I" n.s.). IIYl'otilc';is t"" ''''10 
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rejected. In the negative induction group, the Bayh motion vector-Humphrey 

motion vector correlated -.86 (F = 11.16, df = 1/4, P < .05). Hypothesis 

three was supported. 

A one-way ANOVA lifas computed across the attitude change scores for the 

four groups. A significant F-ratio (F = 4.17, df = 3/177, p < .Ol) indicated 

tha.t the amount of obtained attitude change varied across the groups. Three 

contrasts '''ere computed: control-negative, negative-positive and control-

positive. Only the contrast bet"een the control group and the positive 

induction group was significant (Schefee T = 2.93, critLcal value = 2.79, 

p < .05). The positive induction message evidently lead to more attitude 

change but the negative induction message did not decrease the amount of 

attitude change. 

In the multiple discriminant analysis of the semantic differential data, 
• 

one significant function was extracted defined by "competent,1I "experienced," 

IIjust" and lI re liable" (Wilks' lambda .74, :-;2 = 53.9il, df = 12, p < .01). 

Since the lifithin covariance matrices were unequal. (X 2 
= 96.75, df = 63, 

p < .01), quadratic cl assifica tion "as employed. Seventy-three percent of 

the positive induction group, but only forty percent of the negative induction 

group, were cdrrectly classified. The positi.ve inouction message produced 

greater effects than the negative induction message. 

DISCUSSION 

'!'lie r('sult.H provide evidenc{~ that the InnJorlty or the vnriilllce In the 

assumed ratio judgments of dissimilarity is reliable in a small number of 

dimensions. The fact that the analysis of the unidimensional scales provided 

similar reRults to the metric (i.e., CALILEO) data indicates that the 

multidimen:-;ional attitude change model is not an unreallstic representation 

of cognitive change. IIm:.Jever. the message erfectiveness currelational 
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• 
analysis provided mixed support for the hypotheses of the direction of 

cognitive change. The first hypothesis "as supported in t"" of the four 

tests, hypothesis two was rejected and hypothesis three was supported. 

Thus, there are instances in which the motion of the manipulated concept 

is predictable in terms of the message components. Hm,ever. several of the 

results are not explained by the model and need some explanation. 

F-lrst, the positive and negative induction messages were comparable in 

Study I, yet hypothesi" one was not supported in the positive induction 

condition. The differences in the effectiveness of the messages can be 

explained by adopting an additional message variable of "information redun-

dancy." If the procedure of adding concepts together In the configu~ation 

to form messages adds concepts that are highly intercorrelated, then the 

message contains highly redundant information. After the pubLic figure was 
• 

centered at the centroid of the configuration, "incompetent" and "i.nexper-

ienced" correlated .68 and "competentll and "experienced" correlated .1.9. 

The message higher in information redundancy produced greater effects while 

the message lm,est in information redundancy produced a motion not predicted 

in terms of the message components. Since research supports the noti.on that 

greater information redundancy corresponds to greater lnformation retention 

and greater confidence in information integration (Hanis and Pliltt, 1975), 

future research on the multidimensional model should focus on the operation 

of this variable. 

Some explanation must be given for the differential effects of the 

dissociative and associative linkages constructed in Study II. In the 

negati.ve induct jon condition, Bayh moved almost ortllogot1<111y to the four-

concept resulLlnt vector and almost orthogon;llly to the till-get concept. 

Since the negative induction motion vector correJutcd poorly with the 
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trait descriptors, it is doubtful that the results could be explained in 

terms of differences in redundancy. Further, the message used in Study II 

did not vary as much in redundancy as the messages used in Stucly I. The 

average correlation between experimental concepts 'vas .56 for the positive 

message and .39 for the negative message. 

The results can he explained if one assumption iH permitted, Since the 

t"o public figures "ere both liheral Sen"tors, etc., i.t is possibLe that the 

subjects initially perceived some relationships between the t"o figures. If 

this is true, then the associative linkage would not constitute new informa_ 

tion and produce little convergence in the motions. Instead, Bayh moved in 

relation to the resultant vector (hypothesis one). Alternatively, a message 

which dissociated the two public figures would constitute ne" information and 

produce strong effects. Thus, in the negative induction condition, hypothesis 
• 

three "as supported and since the public figures' locations dive.rged. Bayh 

did not move according to the resultant vector. 

By way of interpreting the public figure's motions, we note that Tannen-

baum's (1966; 1968) principal of mediated generalization predicts that both 

induction messages '''".lld increase Humphrey's credib:i Ilty. 5 Humphrey moved 

towards experienced (2:: = .79) and competent ('C = .6:3) due to the pOHitive 

message ane! moved towards competent (E. = .64) and experienc:ed (r: = .r)() due to 

the negative message. lVhile not significant, the correlattons indicate that 

Humphrey's image did increase in a positive direction. Ho\vever, Bnyh did not 

move to\oJards any concept due to the negative message (.! = .3G for "inexper-

ienced") and most of the motions or the puhl i c f igUl-es occurred nn the fourth 

thru sixth dimens i.ons (compare Tab] cs 5 and 8). Thus, a cLear j nterpretation 

of the effects of thE' positive message is available, but the interpretation 

of the effects of the negative message is ambiguous, despite the fact the 
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motions correlated -.86. The divergence in the locations may represent a 

divergence on a "l.iberal" criteria, but additional analyses must he conducted 

in order to provide a substantive interpretation of the motions. 

The results of two studies suggest that the direction of cognitive 

change is predictable given two scope conditions. First, the direction of 

change is not predictable when a message contains a low level of information 

redundancy. Second, different hypotheses were supported when concepts were 

initially linked in some psychological fashion. The latter limitation is 

one stipulated in other, related, models of attitude change (Tannenbaum, 

1966; 1968). While the motions were cross-validated with the use of semantic 

differential data, the messages did not alter the public figures' l·e"el of 

persuasibility. Granted, the positive induction message did increase Bayh's 

level of persuasibility in Study II, but this effect was not replicated in any 

other condition. These results raise the question as to whether or not any 

of the multidimensIonal scaling studies which employed a single message affected 

behavioral changes (Craig, 1977; Woelfel et a1., 1979). Future research on 

multidimensional scaling model should benefit from the present study in three 

ways. First, in selecting a message strategy, one should not rely only on 

the quality of the target vector-resultant vector correlation, but should also 

focus on the level of information redundancy contained in the potential messages. 

Second, future researeh should ident::lfy the exact nature of how concents which 

are initially linked are associated in order to (a) pn,dict on an E. priori 

basis the effects of messages and (b) provide a substantive interpretation of 

message effects. Finally, future research should utilize message criteria of 

redundancy, amount of distance advocated or employ message repetition in· order 

to investigate how much perceptual change is necessary in order to influence 

behaviors. 



NOTES 

1. Dr. J. \.Joelfel, March 1979, personal correspondence. 

2. Data in Study II "ere originally presented in Cody, M~rl ier and 

Woelfel (1976). At the time the paper ,"as presented, the message 

effectiveness analysis procedures had not been developed. Data for 

both studies "ere collected in 1976, prior to Hubert lIumphrey's 

sickness and death. Three dimensional plots for the two studies can 

be obtained by writing to Dr. Cody, Box 4209, Texas Tech, Lubbock, TX. 

79409. 

3. With six dimensions, there are 1 and 4 degrees of freedom for the 

significance tests for correlations. If six r"liable dimensions 

represent a closed system within which cognitive change occurs, then 

all of the variance in the motion vector must be accounted for in a fe<if 

dimensions. With few degrees of freedom, correlntlons must be very 

h:igh :in order to achieve signIficance. Therefore. th(' meS~"lge effect

iveness an~l].ysjs J1rovldes a very stringent test for hyp()thcsized motions. 

4. Discriminant analysis was selected over the more gl~nera] mn I tivariate 

analysis of variance procedure for two reasons: (1) discriminant 

.1nalysis and MAN OVA yield identical resu1.ts; and, (2) discriminant 

analysis Lnd:iC.1tcH whether there exists several mutually exclusive 

dimensions of dHl'erences among the groups (sc" HcLaughlin. 1979). 



5. That 1s, a message which describes two public figures as similar "nd 

attributes qualities of ~, 1. and ~ to one pubLic figure wiI 1 result in 

moving the second public figure to the locations of ~, 1. and z. Simi1arly, 

a message which dissociates the two public figures and describes one 

public figure as not possessing qualities ~, 1. and z will result in 

moving the second public figure towards the locations of ~. ';L and z. 



TABL!, 1. 

Correlations of coordinate loadings of Htable concepts of r(!specti.ve 
dimensions across control ~roup-experimentaJ. group configur.ati.nns 

=====----: :=--==-= =::=":=--::---::.::--=:~=-== 
Dimens:lons: Comparisons: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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ll~~~'c 

J.2 
n 
14 
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] 6 

---------
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Contro1-
Posj t ive 
Study I 

.99 

.80 

.93 

.59 

.91 

.85 

.02 

.23 
-.07 

.08 
-.77 

.90 

.29 

.93 

.93 

.92 

Control
Negative 
Study I 

.99 

.79 

.80 

.60 

.90 

.35 

.40 

.31 

.71, 

.49 
-.40 

.64 

.94 

.95 

.96 

. 91, 

(;onl:r01-
Spe""h Only 
Study II 

.99 

.98 

.9il 

.91) 

.9') 

.91 

.94 
0'-. , ) 

.92 

.89 
• Oil 
.21, 
.2(, 
.6"1 

-.86 
.81 
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Il roilnding t~Lror" dimension. 

Control
Positive 
Study II 

.99 

.97 

.H9 

.70 

.77 

.60 

.11 

.92 

.gO 

.86 
-. (n 

.SO 

.97 

.96 

.93 

.99 
-_ .. -_._- .. - -_ .. 

in': Dimension 11 and nIl. remaining dimensions are "imaginary. II 

Cnntrol
Negative 
Study II 

.99 

.97 

.84 

.93 

.92 

.96 
-.41 

• 1-1.5 
. I 7 
.,n 

-, ')4 
.77 
.90 
.% 
.93 
.98 

." -----. 



TABLE 2 

Control Group Coordinates--Stable Concepts Rotation (Study I) 

Concepts Dimensions 

1 2 J 4 5 6 

l. Competent 33.50 -19.33 5.88 10.81 -19.29 5.28 
2. Inexperienced -33.13 -20.32 31.44 -19.45 12.63 6.20 
3. Richardson 14.16 8.55 -2.81 -7.57 -9.DS -3.00 
4. Repulsive -27.62 -13.36 -5.11 6.04 -11.09 -20.69 
5. Unintelligent -42.52 15.27 13.89 26.97 10.42 -3.01 
6. Just 29.24 -.97 20.64 -7.34 6.96 -19.47 
7. Rc1 iab1e 33.90 1.74 25.3J 13.76 3.6:' 9.0G 
8. Unreliable -41. 09 -3.65 -19.49 -11.17 1. 78 -10.32 
9. Informed 28.65 -16.77 -14.48 9.60 29.91 3.65 

10. Unj ust -35.66 -15.64 -19.69 15.23 -2.00 23.56 
1l. Intelligent 34.01 -12.51 -16.24 -26.46 -6.73 6.50 
12. Ideal. Credible Source 45.49 .47 -.78 -.61 -3.46 -1. 73 
13. Attractive 15.57 43.98 -6.96 .. 13.01 12.19 11. 09 
14. Incompetent -38.85 4.24 -10.96 -7.63 11.80 -7.16 
15. Experienced 24.66 13.85 -14.93 19.11 -11. 04 -9.99 
16. Uninformed -40.33 14.43 14.30 -8.08 -26.66 9.99 

Eigenvalues: 17992.71 4125.17 4155.63 1371.08 2988.11 2069.27 

Percent variance: 48.28 11.60 11. 15 9.05 8.02 5. 'is 



TABLE 1 

Positive Induction Coordinates--Stab1e Concepts Rotation (Study I) 

Conce.pts Dimensions 

1 2 3 .\ 5 6 

--------------
1. Competent 38.85 -11. 64 11.23 1.7 .8 /, -21..60 9.9l. 
0 Inexperienced -37.54 -7.70 29.7!, -lO . .'.7 16.01 2.18 
3. Richardson 35.46 6.90 -9.6Q 7.1:: -6.66 --2.90 
4 _ Repulsive -28.71 -33.17 -1. 50 -6.09 -15.65 -4.67 
5. Unintelligent -43_61 2.97 5.65 lJ.62 13.24 -6.27 
6. Just 25.15 -1.19 16_ 73 4.13 7.12 -24.73 
7. Reliah1e 27.41 2.11 10.1+1 -7.90 5.95 17 .45 
3. Unreliable -41. 85 2.56 -16.27 13 .37 -7.69 -18.20 
9. Informed 29.46 -26.19 -12.59 6.29 21.16 -1.46 

10. Unj us t -32.63 -5.35 -7.70 5.34 -13.16 29.85 
ll. Intell igent 32.30 -.81 -5.14 -18.45 -9.47 .21 
12. Ideal Credible Source 41. 01 7.23 5.82 -8.71 4.70 1. 05 
13. Attractive 13.75 32.13 -S.68 -4.49 1. 9.55 3.64 
14. Incompetent -46.00 1.12 -15.17 -17.75 20.44 -5.62 
15. Experienced 31. 24 3.03 -22.46 7.96 -12.78 -1,.87 
16. Uninformed -44.:31 27.97 10.62 -1. 83 -21.15 4.39 

Eigenvalues: 19975.17 4526.95 3861. 93 3480.42 2375.76 2319.05 

Percent variance 51. 97 11.78 1().0,) 9.05 G.lf> 6.03 

-. 



TABLE 4 

Xegative Induction Coordinates--Stable Concepts Rotation (Study 1) 

Concepts Dimensions 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Compe ten t 42.48 -13.17 -1. 72 .92 -30.12 20.76 
2. Inexperienced -32.40 -19.64 31.85 -10.91 19.74 1l.62 
3. Richardson -25.46 7.14 7.37 19.117 9.35 -.39 
4. Repulsive -30.55 -13.43 -14.12 7.12 -16.06 -12.31 
5. Unintelligent -43.94 -10.04 -6.06 .73 3.45 -17.11 
6. Just 32.29 -5.84 25.89 -3.19 1. 21 -26.83 
7. Reliable 37.63 -8.84 9.81) 2.24 -.85 6.81 
8. Unreliable -1d..92 -.53 -9.03 -2.71 1.15 -9.58 
9. Informed 37.98 -25.46 -21.92 -2.87 21. 811 -3.59 

10. Unjust -31.. 8R -.42 -25.4/\ ?'.11 -7.26 34.36 
ll. Intelligent 37.23 4.15 1.11 -1. 39 5.73 1l.L.4 
12. Ideal Credible Source 58.54 6.54 • 8.93 .20 -1. 71 6.26 
13. Attractive 24.40 34.74 2.46 -17.94 22.81 -.30 
1~ . Incompetenl -52.47 14. n -1.18 --2. (VI 17.91 -15. ')1 

15. Experienced 34.35 10.68 -27.62 10.81, -19.66 -12.84 
16. Uninformed 146.27 19.41 19.62 -2.59 -27.53 8.13 

Eigenvalues: 24694.26 5880.57 5386.00 4252. VI 3894. U) 3589.46 

Percent variance: /-1-8.06 11.4!. 10.118 8.28 7.58 6.99 

• 



TATItE 5 

Control Group Coordinates--Stable Concepts Rotation (Study II) 

Concepts Dimensions 
1 2 3 4 .5 6 

l. Competent 4,,'.14 -24.7f> -29.46 -.83 11.71 11 •. 55 
2. Inexperienced ~:-4). 7.f> .39.29 -15.31 -n. 'l5 L9.23 .40 
3. Birch Ilayh /-1.86 6.ll -.16 1. 16 1.18 -23.41 
4. Repulsive -47.41 -20.30 -22.01 -24.45 -9.5.3 4.9l 
5. Unintelligent -53.04 14.99 -27.19 37.14 -16.97 7.01 
6. Just 43.52 30.24 -9.08 -IS.57 -27.69 12.74 
7. Reliable 44.21 12.99 -32.44 11.16 10.14 -17.47 
8. Unreliable -51. 44 -17.80 31.52 -6.00 -9.75 Ii). 94 
9. Hllhert Humphrey 11.12 -19.57 -2.42 -17.72 -27.32 -16.52 

10. Unj us t -47.61 -35.85 -1. 51 15.24 31. 35 -8.57 
n. Intelligent 36.60 -13.01 21.69 -16.51 14.39 -S.95 
12. Ideal Credible Source 64.56 4.34 • 8.85 .98 -4.10 -2.37 
13. Attractive 25.97 30.74 41.17 24.49 1.1,.57 -.79 
11 .. Incompetent -59.18 13.L,0 21.53 -1./,3 -15.05 -15.57 
15. Experienced 41. 43 -34~2G 10.20 22.57 -·21. :10 -4.83 
16. George NcGovern 18.39 -.12 8.24 .95 9.03 35.26 

Eigenvalues! 29717.76 83il9.58 7412.16 612L,.9') 4B2J.70 1601.19 

PQrce:nt variance: 45.23 12.76 11. 30 9.32 7.34 5.48 

----_._-_ .. . .-------.----.----------~ ---.-



TABLE 6 

Speech Only Group Coordinates--Stable Concepts Rotation (Study II) 

concepts DimensltH"lS 

1 2 3 .; 5 6 

1. Competent 56.02 -20.32 -27.52 -13.30 13.90 17.32 
2. Inexperienced -42.73 .',0.60 -6.90 -25.68 20.71 3.71 
3. Birch Bayh 10.52 3. 2·~ 1. 76 -2.56 15.46 1.18 
4. Repulsive -44.11 -15.75 -26.84 -15.41 -13. US -10.15 
5. Unintelligent -51.16 8.49 -18.68 313.77 -15.26 14.08 
6. Just 40.8'1 .J4.41 -4.45 -11. 94 -31. OS 12.40 
7. Reliable 47.48 11.52 -:'7.93 5.71 12.38 -1'l.80 
B. l!nreliable -5/ •. 24 -13.5] 24.08 -11.42 -10.88 22.83 
9. Hubert Humphrey 10.81 -18.54 8.56 -21.15 -16.fit, -21.07 

10. Unjust -49.54 -34.51 -1. 76 17.79 30.li7 -1,.76 
ll. Intelligent 36.62 -13.80 18.85 -32.77 19.6~ -8.13 
12. Ideal Credible Source 63.03 2.93 7.4 /t -2.90 -3.77 .74 
13. Attractive 16.94 21.47 39.14 35.34 11. 33 -5.28 
14. Incompetent -60.60 15.88 20.39 1.16 -14.15 -16.19 
15. Experienced 39.5t, -39.40 4.20 14.65 -2n.41, -6.77 
16. George McGovern 3.47 2.54 8.81 -16.93 -8.90 22.37 

Eigenvalues: 30390.01 8095.13 6927.45 6109.52 5058.06 4569.23 

Percent variance: 43.35 ] 1. 55 9.88 B.n 7.22 6.52 

• 



TABLE 7 

Positive Induction Coordinates--Stable Concepts Rotation (Study II) 

Concep ts Dimensions 
1 ? "3 !;. 5 (, 

__________ ____ e_. ___ _ .. ______ ' _____ 
--.--------~------.-----

1- Competent 57.94 -14.56 -28.10 8.28 7.04 HI.49 
2. Inexperienced -45.44 40.35 -22.48 -20.S1 7.18 } S. 47 

3. Birch Bayh 27.88 -2.81 .89 10.09 -.20 8.58 
4. Repulsive -49.65 -33.62 -30.33 -3.02 -Z2.12 o -, 

-.:.... • 1-+ 

5. Unintelligent -57.43 18.64 -4.94 34.50 I .. 77 -24.96 
6. Just 39.89 35.40 -12.13 19.74 -28.97 9.56 
7. Reliable 43.66 14.85 -21. 47 -.26 14.4[, --28.88 
8. Unreliable -57.25 -12.68 17.39 11.83 -9.:!3 3~.7:" 

9. Hubert Humphrey 35.24 ·-13.95 14.11 15.60 -2.47 14.10 
10. Unjust -45.11 • -36.08 8.40 -15.32 33.27 -17.44 
11. Intelligent 42.27. -17.68 2.17 -33.70 -.92 19.57 
12. Ideal Credible Sourc:e 65.42 2.57 5. OR -11. 22 5.76 -.4R 
13. Attractive 23.86 26.80 49.39 -1. 90 9.83 -1. 21 
1[, • Incompetent -63.93 12.54 22.22 -3.72 -13.99 1.02 
15. Experienced 45.82 -36.54 14.78 15.62 -7.08 -13.73 
16. George McGovern 16.38 4.69 1. 93 -6.59 8.96 26.40 

Eigenvalues: 35265.89 9331. 64 6840.32 5757.51 5293.54 3773.15 

Perccnt variance; 48.45 12.82 9.40 7.91 7.27 5.18 

" 



TABLE 8 

Negative Induction Coordinates--Stab1e Concepts Rotation (Study II) 

Concepts Dimensions 
1 2 3 4 5 f, 

---- ----------------- --_._----- ---------

1. Competent 55.27 -13.45 -31.22 -4.29 1.53 J 3.:11 
0 Inexperienced -48.76 43.% -2 /f.91 -16.88 l.7.4.l -4.05 -. 
3. Birch Bayh -8.08 -1.16 7.46 -37.S!, -6.71 -18.17 
~. RepulsivE" -43.24 -21.72 -24.69 -15.30 -13.72 3.66 
5. Unintelligent -52.95 14.61 2.30 23.42 -25.40 11.01 
6. Just 39.99 32.64 -6.53 -1.20 -31.26 3.80 
7. Reliable 45.84 21.03 -17.38 9.J6 9.75 -12.65 
8. Unreliable -55.96 -17.27 14.88 -4.~q -6.55 19.2!1 
9. Hubert Humphrey 19.82 -18.79 -21.26 26.00 -1.18 -8.82 

10. Unjust -l,4. 00 • -37.27 2.82 2.30 26.82 -8.77 
ll. Intelligent 39.98 -13.03 .22 -18.39 23.52 -3.89 
l2. Ideal Credihle Source 55.22 5.90 -2.30 -il.29 3.16 -1.27 
13. Attractive 22.04 17.82 49.82 9.25 17.59 4.45 
14. Incompetent -60.11 8.41 23.91 6.57 -5.4l -21. 47 
15. Experienced 46.68 -41.23 15.08 17.36 -17.43 -3.38 
16. George McGovern 12.43 -2.64 -2.35 1. 60 13.42 30.93 

Eigenvalues: 30610.95 8835.02 6765.08 6075.79 5085.38 3689.35 

Pe.rc.ent variance: 43.37 12.52 9.58 8.61 7.20 5.2.3 

• 
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